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Invited Paper

Fluorescence Lifetime Microscopy: A Stimulated-Emission Appioach

Enrico Gratton, Chen Y. Dong and Peter T. C. So

Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Department of Physics,
University of Illiniois at Urbana-Champaign, IL 61801

Abstract

The stimulated emission process has been rarely exploited in spectroscopy and microscopy. Instead, a spectroscopy method
based on the pump-probe principle has been frequently used to observe picosecond and femtosecond processes. This
common approach has not been applied to microscopy due to the relatively sJow acquisition time and the lack of three-
dimensional information. We have exploited an idea originally proposed by F. Lytle group28 in which two pulsed lasers are
simultaneously focused on the sample. One laser is used to excite a population of molecules and the second laser to induce
stimulated emission. The stimulated radiation is carried away in the same direction of the stimulating laser beam. By
collecting the fluorescence emission in other directions, we observe a modulation of the fluorescence signal as a funtion of
the delay between the two laser pulses. The repetition rate of the two lasers is slightly different producing a frequency
beating at the laser overlapping volume. We have extended this method to achieve very high spatial and temporal resolution
in the microscope environment. By recording only the beating frequency, we obtain a 3-D sectional effect similar to two-
photon excitation. The harmonic content of the beating signal is limited by the laser pulse width and by the sample
frequency response. Information of picosecond processes are extracted by standard frequency-domain methods. Using this
principle, we built a stimulated emission microscope that has 3-D and fluorescence lifetime capabilities.

KEYWORDS : microscopy, stimulated-emission, spatial resolution, time-resolved i maging, pump-probe, frequency domain

2. Introduction

Time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy is routinely used to study ultra-fast phenomena in biological systems. Important
systems such as photosynthetic reaction centers, the visual protein rhodopsin, and heme proteins exhibit functionally
important processes on femtosecond and picosecond time scales3. This paper introduces the application of pump-probe
spectroscopy techniques to time-resolved microscopy. In addition to the well known advantages associated with traditional
time-resolved microscopy46, pump-probe microscopy can facilitate functional studies of ultra-fast protein reactions and
motions in native environments, i.e. cells and tissues.

Pump-probe spectroscopy uses a pump pulse to promote the sample to an excited state, and then monitors the relaxation
back to the ground state with a probe pulse. In the stimulated-emission approach, after a sample is excited (pumped), a
probe beam is applied to cause stimulated emission. As the excited molecules relax, the probability for stimulated emission
decreases until the excited state population is completely depleted. Measurements using stinmlated emission can either
directly observe the stimulated emission, or the resulting change in fluorescence intensity. In the work presented here, the
fluorescence intensity is the experimentally observed quantity. To monitor the time course of molecular relaxation, the time
between pump and probe pulses reaching the sample is varied, typically using a variable delay line in the time domain. The
main purpose of pump-probe experiments is to measure ultra-fast relaxation by exploiting the inherent time resolution of
ultrashort laser pulses without the need of ultra-fast optical detectors. Microchannel plates with about 20 GHz bandwidth
are the fastest available detectors but they are inherently limited by the speed of electronic responses. For pump-probe
experiments, the time resolution is essentially given by the pulse width of the laser, which has bandwidth on the order of
hundreds of GHz to THz. At present, the shortest pulse width achieved is less than 10 fs7. For the probe beam to monitor
the sample populations excited by the pump beam, it is necessary that the two beams overlap at the sample. A pump-probe
signal is generated only from the part of the sample where the two beams coincide spatially and provides 3-D resolution.

Different approaches of time-resolved fluorescence microscopy have been devised for over two decades; all of these
tech!uques relied on gated fast detectors. The development of time-resolved microscopy started with single point
fncsrc.rnents using time-domain single photon counting8'9. Methods have since been developed, two of which are
mer+ianed here, to image entire cells. The first method uses charge coupled device (CCD) cameras equipped with gain
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modulated image intensifiers to collect data simultaneously over the whole image. Both frequency-domain4'6' I 0 I 5 and
time-domain16 versions have been constructed. The other apyroach modifies traditional confocal scanning microscopes and
obtains time-resolved information on a point-by-point basis'17 with fast photomultipliers or microchannel plates. These
conventional time-resolved microscopes are limited to the nanosecond regime because of slow detector responses.

The development of a pump-probe fluorescence microscopy can potentially increase the time-resolution of lifetime
microscopy into the range of picoseconds and femtoseconds18"9. Today the ultrafast dynamics of photosystems or heme
groups are investigated at the molecular level in solution2023. A few pioneering time-resolved studies of these fast systems
in whole cells are the exceptions24. Using pump-probe microscopy, ultra-fast spectroscopy of biological molecules can be
performed in their native surroundings. Moreover, many interesting cellular systems with dynamics in the low nanosecond
time range were studied at the limit of conventional time-resolved microscope technology. These slower studies should
benefit from over two orders of magnitude time resolution improvement usingthe pump-probe approach. The monitoring of
rotational diffusion in cytoplasm and membranes is an important example2 An improvement in time-resolution would
allow picosecond rotational components to be resolved providing accurate micro-viscosity information in cellular organelles.
Another application is the use of time-resolved resonance energy transfer to moiiitor protein aggregation in cell membrane or
organelles26'27. Faster instruments can be used to study energy transfer over smaller distances and better characterize
distance distribution between energy transfer pairs.
In this paper, we will start with a review of the theory of fluorescence pump-probe spectroscopy in the frequency domain. In
particular, a heterodyning method using two asychronous laser sources will be presented. A major benefit of applying
pump-probe fluorescence techniques in microscopy is the improvement in tle image spatial resolution. The theoretical
analysis of the point spread function will be presented. The essential components of the experimental apparatus for pump-
probe spectroscopy in the frequency domain will be presented. The additional optics and electronics required to adopt
pump-probe spectroscopy to the fluorescence microscope will also be described. Finally, the spatial and temporal resolution
of the frequency domain pump probe technique will be evaluated. The power of this new instrument will he illustrated in
examples of cellular lifetime resolved images using pump-probe methods.

3. Theoretical Basis

Pump-probe techniques are well established in the time-domain. In the frequency domain, the same concept can be applied
to better utilize the harmonic content of pulsed lasers. This method was first demonstrated by F. Lytle2'29. One of the
important advantages of implementing pump-probe method in the frequency-domain is the elimination of slow moving
mechanical delay lines and the automation of the data acquisition processes. This important simplification permits easy
integration of the pump-probe technique for use in microscopy. Pump-probe spectroscopy in the frequency-domain requires
the use of intensity modulated light sources. In the simplest case, the light source is sinusoidally modulated. Pulsed
excitation is composed of multiple sinusoidal Fourier components and will he discussed later. For chrornophores with a

single exponential lifetime t, concentration c, quantum efficiency q, and cross section , F(F,t) , the density of
fluorescence photons at position, 7 , and time, t, obeys the differential equation:

clF(i t) 1 .
=——F(r,t) + cqcI(r,t) (I)

(It 'C

I(r, t) is the excitation photon flux which is sinusoidal with modulation frequency o, modulation depth me. Separating

spatial and temperal parts, I(r, t) [1 + nz sin(0t + 4)I(r) . The fluorescence signal F( 7 ,t) is proportional to the

excited state population, E( F ,t).

The integrated fluorescence signal responds at the same angular frequency as the excitation, hut with a phase delay, ,and

decreased modulation, m, due to the lifetime of the fluorescent sample:

F(t) oc cq(l+mf sin(Wt +)JI(r)d3r (2)

where c is chromophore concentration (assumed constant for simplicity), and c is the absorption cross-section.
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In solving Eqns. (1) and (2) and in the absence of saturation, the lifetime from the phase delay, , and modulation,
mf, can be determined:30

tan(4)=co'r (3)

M= (4)J1+22
To generate stimulated emission, a sinusoidally modulated probe beam of intensity:

I'(,t) = 1(7)1(t) = I(fl[1 +me sifl(W't +4')J, S introduced. The repetition rates of the two lasers are slightly
offset from each other, causing a variable delay between the pump and probe pulses. The effect of this delay is to repeatedly
sample (probe) the population of the molecular ground state (excited state) at multiple times after the pump beam excitation.

We will make two assumptions at this point. First, the attenuation of both the pump and probe beam by the sample is
negligible. This may not be true for conventional pump-probe spectroscopy but is certainly valid for a micron thick sample.
Second, the dynaniics ofeither the ground or excited state populations are slow compared to the transit time of light through
the sample. For a sample with a thickness on the order of microns, the transit time is on the order of I - I0 fs.

In stimulated emission measurements, the amount of stimulated emission is dependent upon the transient excited state
population E( i ,t). The detected signals can be expressed as:

F(t) oc $'I'(F,t)E(F,t)d3r (5)

where c' is the stimulated emission cross section. The time dependent ground and excited state populations can be deduced
from equation (1) to (4). Neglecting constant terms, the previous equation can simplified and all time dependent terms
isolated:

(t) occq'[1+ 'sin('t + ')][1 + me
2

sin(COt + )1$ I(F)I'(F)d3i (6)

\I 1 + O)tm

The temporal product term in Eqn. (6) may be rewritten as two terms containing the sum and difference of frequencies,
respectively. If the frequencies of the pump and probe beams are &0 W'—(0 apart, then Eqn. (6), and therefore the
detected fluorescence, contains a low-frequency, cross-correlation term which contains equivalent teniperal information as
the original signal:

F(t) oc cq'n2n2' cos[ojt +()]J l()I'()d3r (7)

.'J1 +

With electronic filtering, the cross-correlation signal can be isolated, and lifetime of the sample at the excitation volume can
be accurately measured from the amplitude and phase of the signal.

Superior time-resolution is not the only distinctive advantage of pump-probe microscopy. Pump-probe microscopy also has
an inherent 3-D sectioning capability and a spatial resolution comparable to the confocal method.

The effective spatial resolution in a microscopic fluorescence imaging system depends cm the focusing of the excitation
source and collection of the fluorescence signal. For an incoherent fluorescence imaging system using a large detector, the
image at the object space F is given by

F=1h12®f (8)
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where h is the amplitude point spread function of the focusing lens, f is the spatial distribution of the fluorescence sample,
and ® represents the three dimensional convolution operation31'32.

In the pump-probe system described by Eqns. (7), the spatial dependence of the cross-correlation signal depends on
the overlap integral of the pump and probe intensity involved in the transition

S I(?)I'()d3r (9)

The point spread function (PSF) is the integrand of Eqn. (9). Different pump and probe mechanisms can result in different
intensity profiles near the focal point. For example, in a one-photon pump (1 pu) and one-photon probe (I pr) system using
the same wavelength, the PSF is

Ii,i(u,v) = I(u,v)I(u,v) (10)

I , 2
——'up-

where I(ti, v) = 2f Jo (vp)e 2 pdp is the intensity distribution of light with wavelength 2 near the focal point of a

circular objective with numerical aperturesin(a). U 4ksin()2z and V k sin(a)r are the dimensionless radial and

axial coordinates respectively and, k
——

is the magnitude of the wave vector . In our analysis, we have assumed for

simplicity that the pump laser, probe laser, and signal detection are at the same wavelength. This assumption is reasonable
since for a typical chromophore, a spectral band width of 100 nm is sufficient to include the wavelengths used in pump-
probe microscopy. Further improvements in pump-probe fluorescence microscopy can be achieved if confocal detection is
used. The point spread functions for the various pump-probe microscopy cases then become

1c,ipu,ipr@1,l') = I(u,v)I(u,v)l(u,v) (I I)

Pump-probe microscopy effectively rejects the background fluorescence contribution from off-focal axial planes. The
question addressed is how much cross-correlation signal is detected from off-focal planes compared to conventional
microscopy. To answer this question, we need to integrate Eqns. (10) over the radial coordinate and then compare the signal
at each axial position. For conventional microscopy, the normalized fluorescence from each axial plane of interest is31

J I(u, v)vdv

1axiai(1)
(12)

JI(0,v)vdv

Radial FWHM
at u=0 (v)

Axial FWHM
at '=0 (u)

Axial Depth Discrimination
(FWHM, u)

I-photon 1.617 11.140 None
1-photon, confocal 1.160 8.020 8.5 10

I -photon, pump/probe 1.160 8.020 8.510

1-photon, confocal, pump/probe 0.952 6.580 6.660

Table 1 Comparison of spatial resolution between conventional and pump-probe microscopy with non-con()cal and confocal
detection geometry.

Eqn. (12) may be applied to intensity profiles for pump and probe beams and the result, compared to the conventional
microscopy. One sees that all versions of pump-probe microscopy offer better depth discrimination than conventional one-
photon microscopy, which provides no depth discrimination due to the conservation of energy at different axial planes. By
combining pump-probe techniques and confocal microscopy, greater background fluorescence rejection can be achieved.
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The narrowest width is with the confocal one-photon pump-probe case; the FWHM is 666 u which is 0.783 of the width
(8.5 1 u) in one-photon pump-probe and one-photon confocal. A spatial characteristics of pump-probe microscopy as
compared with other methods is presented in Table I.

4. Instrumentation and methods

In our implementation of pump-probe stimulated emission microscopy, we have designed our instrument around a high
performance research microscope which features high excitation throughput and high collection efficiency (Fig. I).

The most important components in any ultra-fast pump-probe experiment are the excitation light sources. In a frequency
domain pump-probe experiment, two high repetition synchronous lasers with adjustable repetition rates are used. These
lasers should have short pulse width, high peak power and low phase jitter. Two mode-locked neodymium-YAG (Nd-YAG,
Antares, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) lasers are used. The Nd-YAG laser is either applied to the sample directly at 532
nm or synchronously pumps a DCM dye laser (Model 700, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) to obtain wavelengths from 580-
680 nm. The typical repetition rate of the YAG lasers are 76.2 MHz but can be easily adjusted within a range of 5 KHz. A
master synthesizer which generates a 10 MHz reference signal actively synchronizes the YAG lasers.

Glan Thomson polarizers are again used to control the laser power reaching the sample. The pump and probe laser beams
are combined at a dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology Inc., Brattleboro, VT). The combined collinear laser beams enter
the microscope system (Zeiss Axiovert 35, Thornwood, NY) deflected by a x-y scanner (Cambridge Technology,
Watertown, MA). The scanning mirrors can be driven digitally. Each angular position is specified by a 8-bit binary number
and results in images composed of 256x256 pixels. The epi-illuminated light path of the microscope has been modified to
include a lOx eyepiece as the scan lens. It is positioned such that the x-y scanner is at its eye-point while the field aperture
plane is at its focal point. The eyepiece has the proper optical property to linearly transform the angular deviation of the
input laser beam controlled by the x-y scanner to a lateral translation of the focal point position at the field aperture plane.
Since the field aperture plane is telecentric to the object plane of the microscope objective, the movement of the focal point
on the object plane is proportional to the angular deviation of the scanned beam34.

'<-V
Sc;intict

Sample
VI)! lee(ll)ack 7-Stage

Fig. I Schematics of pump-probe stimulated emission microscope.

The combined beams are focused at the field aperture plane of the objective by the scan lens which ensures diffraction
limited focused focusing at the object plane. After recollimination by the tube lens and deflected by a second dichroic
mirror, both beams are directed to the objective. The objective used in these studies is a well-corrected, Zeiss 63x Plan-
Neofluar with numerical aperture (NA) of 1.25. The pump and probe beams are focused onto a fluorescent sample and a
modulated stimulated emission signal is generated. Quantum mechanics dictates that the stimulated emission photons
propagate in the same direction as the probe beam photons, collinear with the pump beam photons. The remaining excited
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state molecules emits fluorescent photons isotropically. Since the sum of photons emitted in stimulated emission mode and
fluorescence mode is constant, equivalent information can be obtained by monitor either the fluorescence photons or the
stimulated emission photons. We choose to detect the fluorescence photons as collected by the same objective in epi-
illumination geometry. Since these fluorescence photons travel in the opposite direct of either the pump or probe beams
which is largely free from the interference of the much stronger signals. Signal to noise ratio is significantly enhanced with
this detection method. The fluorescence signal transmitted through the objective, the second dichroic mirror and two 640
nm bandpass filters is re-focused onto the detector (R928 or Ri 104 photomultiplier tube, Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ).

For z-sectioning studies, it was necessary to vary the relative distance between the objective and the sample. Axial
displacement of the objective is controlled by a stepping motor coupled to the objective manual adjustment mechanism and
moflitore(l by a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT, Schaevitz Engineering, Camden, NJ). This control system is
designed to have a position resolution of 0.2 im over a total range of 200 jim.

Using pulsed lasers, the frequency domain heterodyning method samples the complete temporal dynamics simultaneously.
The cross-correlation frequency can be chosen for convenience, or to avoid noisy spectral regions. For microscopy, 5 KHz is
used to maintain a reasonable frame acquisition rate. The cross-correlation signal is sent to a computer tbr analysis. The
analog PMT signal is electronically filtered by a pre-amplifier (Stanford Research, Sunnyvale, CA) to isolate the cross-
correlation signal. The filtered signal is then digitized by a 100 KHz, 12-bit sampling digitizer (A2D-160, DRA
Laboratories, Sterling, VA). The Shannon sampling theorem dictates that at least two points per waveform need to be
acquired to determine a sinusoidal signal. The determination of the th harmonic requires getting at least 2n time points
within each time period of the cross-correlation frequency. For this first generation pump-probe microscope, only the first
harmonic signal was acquired. In this case, only two points at each cross-correlation period are needed but we typically
digitize four points per waveform to reduce harmonic noise. With four waveforms integrated per pixel, a pixel dwell time of
800 jis and a corresponding frame acquisition time of 52 s results for 5 KHz cross-correlation. After digital processing, the
amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation signal are then displayed and stored by the data acquisition computer.

5. Spectroscopy Performance of Stimulated-emission Pump-probe Microscopy

5 . 1 Ti me-resolution of sti mulated-emission pump-probe spectroscopy
c'c

c:

O.i
C>

O.COiC -
C)

O.GCC
Q)

I0 i
C-

L_•//O 1000 20CC 3000 4G00 ECCO 6000 7000

Faquecy (MH:
Fig. 2 Modulation versus excitation frequency for Rhodamine B in water as detected by frequency (lomain stimulated
emission pump-probe technique

The dynamics of Rhodamine B in water was studied to characterize the time resolution of the microscope. In this case, the
532 nm YAG pump laser is operated at 76.2 MHz and the 610 nm DCM probe laser has repetition frequency of at 76.2 MHz
+ 210 Hz. Good signal to noise ratio at high cross-correlation harmonics of 8 GHz can be obtain with pump laser power of
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slight deviation of the radial data from the theoretical prediction. This deviation is probably due to slight misalignment of the
pump and probe lasers. Other possible effects include chromatic aberrations and polarization effect of the focusing
objective.

0 80
(A.U.) (Degrees)

Fig. 4 Using pump-probe microscopy, time-resolved images of 1.09 im Nile-red (tp= 3.2±1.0 ns) and 2.3 .tm orange ('rp=
4.2±1 .4 ns) fluorescent latex spheres were obtained: (a) image of normalized first harmonic amplitude. (b) image of phase
values in degrees.

5.4 Comparison Between Conventional Microscopy and Pump-Probe Fluorescence Microscopy in Human Erythrocytes and
Mouse Fibroblasts.

To demonstrate the superior spatial resolution achieved by pump-probe fluorescence microscopy compared to conventional
one-photon microscopy, we imaged two commonly used biological systems: human erythrocytes and mouse fibroblast cells.

The human erythrocytes were labeled with the membrane dye Rhodamine DHPE (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). A small
amount of erythrocytes was mixed with Hanks Balanced Salt Buffer (HBSB with NaHCO3) to make a I mL mixture. The
solution was spun at I 000 rpm for 5 minutes before the top buffer was removed. The erythrocytes were then shaken and
diluted to I mL with HBSB. 6 jtL of Rhodamine DHPE (at 5 mg/mL DMSO) were injected into the solution containing the
cells and allowed to incubate for 30 minutes. After incubation, the cells were again spun down and washed with HBSB two
more times to remove residual dye before mounting onto a microscope slide. Nail polish was used to seal the coverslip.

The mouse fibroblast cells were grown on a coverslip. For fixation, they were placed in acetone for 5 minutes and allowed to

air dry. Then, a few drops of a solution containing 10 ig/mL of Rhodamine DHPE (diluted in PBS, 0.1% Triton X-100)
were placed onto the coverslip and incubated for 30 minutes. After incubation, the dye was removed by rinsing the coverslip
in PBS buffer twice before mounting onto a flat microscope slide. For mounting, a drop of the mounting medium Prolong
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was placed between the coverslip and a slide. In a few hours, the mounting medium dries
and the slide was ready for viewing.

The images at the first harmonic of 5 KHz is presented in Fig.5 along with the corresponding one-photon images. The one-
photon images were obtained by blocking the probe beam and recording only the fluorescence intensity due to the pump
beam. In this manner, the cells were not moved relative to the microscope objective and a comparison between the two
techniques can be made. From the image of the erythrocytes, it is apparent that the pump-probe images can better reject the
fluorescence from off-focal planes. The one-photon images show much more background fluorescence from the central
region of the erythrocytes than pump-probe microscopy. Similarly, the pump-probe image of the mouse fibroblast shows
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superior spatial resolution compared to the corresponding one-photon image by revealing the finer details of the cell's
structure.

One-photon Image

Top: Human Erythrocytes
Bottom: Mouse Fibroblast

Fig. 5 Normalized first harmonic amplitude images using pump-probe microscopy is compared with intensity images using
conventional laser scanning microscopy. (Top: Human Erythrocytes, Bottom: a Mouse Fibroblast Cell; Staining: Rhodamine

DHPE)

6.5 Multiple dye labeling application

We examined mouse fibroblast cells doubly labeled with the nucleic acid stain ethidium bromide and the membrane stain
Rhodamine DHPE (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). The pump-probe image is shown in Fig. 6. These cells (grown on a
coverslip) are fixed and stained in the same manner as the mouse fibroblast cell discussed above. The only difference is that
the coverslip was covered first with ethidium bromide (1 mM in PBS, 0.1 % Triton X-100) for 30 minutes and then stained
by Rhodamine DHPE (10 .tg/mL in PBS, 0.1% Triton X-100) for another 30 minutes before it was rinsed twice in PBS and
mounted for viewing. The lifetimes of the cytoplasmic and nuclear region were determined from the phase image. The
reference phase was obtained from a slide of 4. 1 6 mM Rhodamine B in water. It was found that the average and the full
width at half maximum of lifetime histograms in the cytoplasm and nucleus are 2.0 0.5ns and 6.6 4.8 ns, respectively.
For comparison, the lifetime of Rhodamine B in water was determined from standard frequency-doinain phase fluorometry
to be 1 .44 ns. Furthermore, the lifetimes of the unbound ethidium bromide and bound ethidium bromide to nucleic acid are
1.7 and 24 ns, respectively. Our measurements of lifetime in the cytoplasm show that there was significant staining of
cytoplasmic structures by Rhodamine DHPE. The average lifetime in the nucleus is between that of bound and unbound
ethidium bromide indicative of the fact that both populations of the chromophores exist in the nucleus. Nonetheless, the
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lifetime contribution from bound ethidium bromide is sufficient to distinguish the different lifetimes in the nucleus and
cytoplasm as demonstrated by the phase image. This example demonstrates one advantage of lifetime-resolved imaging.
From intensity imaging, it is difficult to distinguish the cytoplasmic and nuclear regions since these chromophores have
similar emission spectra. With lifetime imaging, sharp contrast between the two species of chromophores can be generated.

7. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the first application of the stimulated emission technique to fluorescence microscopy. By measuring
the fluorescence signal at the cross-correlation frequency, pump-probe fluorescence microscopy can provide superior spatial
resolution and effective off-focal background rejection compared to conventional one-photon microscopy. Due to the
wavelengths used in the one-photon pumping and probing processes, this technique has better spatial resolution than two-
photon excitation microscopy, and comparable spatial resolution to confocal microscopy. Furthermore, imaging at low-
frequency harmonics eliminates the need of using a fast optical detector in time-resolved imaging of biological systems. The
technical development of pump-probe microscopy is still in its early stages. Substantial future improvements are expected.
The implementation of transient absorption mode in pump-probe microscopy will allow ground state kinetics to be directly
monitored. The addition of two-photon excitation would improve the microscope spatial resolution as well as making
wavelength dependent spectroscopy possible. The implementation of the pump-probe technique in the time-domain would
make the microscopy alignment and automation more difficult but may take time-resolved microscopy solidly into the
femtosecond time scale. The pump-probe microscopy technique has the potential to radically transform the field of time-
resolved microscopy.

First Harmonic Amplitude Phase

90

Fig. 6 Time-resolved Images of a mouse fibroblast cell labeled with Rhodamine DHPE and Ethidium Bromide (Membrane
and cytoplasm: -rp= 2.0±0.5 ns, Nucleus: 'rp= 6.6±4.8 ns). Images of normalized first harmonic amplitude and phase in
degree were shown.
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